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This paper gives necessary and sufficient algebraic criteria for the stability of the
difference system x(t)=Ax(t&r1)+Bx(t&r2).  1997 Academic Press
Consider the stability of the zero solution of the difference equation
x(t)= :
t
k=1
Ak x(t&rk),
x # RN, Ak # RN_N, k=1, ..., n, r=(r1 , ..., rn) # Rn+=[(x1 , ..., xn) : xi>0,
i=1, ..., n]. The problem is to decide whether all the roots * of the corre-
sponding characteristic equation,
det \I& :
n
k=1
Ak e&*rk+=0,
have negative real part. Various methods and results were developed for
the algebraic criteria for its stability (see [25]). This paper gives the
general necessary and sufficient algebraic criteria for the stability of any
N-dimensional difference system with two delays (three when they are
rationally linear dependent).
For simplicity, we will denote det( } ) as | } | in this paper.
First, let us give two definitions.
Definition 1. The difference operator D(r, A) is called stable if all the
roots * of its corresponding characteristic equation satisfy Re *<&$ for
some $>0.
If there exists a neighborhood I(r) of r in Rn+, such that D(s, A) is stable
when s # I(r), we say that D(r, A) is locally stable.
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If for any r # Rn+ , D(r, A) is stable, then we call it globally stable.
Definition 2. Real numbers r1 , ..., rn are called rationally linear
dependent if there exist rational numbers k1 , ..., kn which are not all zero,
such that
:
n
k=1
ki ri=0.
Otherwise, we call them rationally linear independent.
From complex analysis we know that the fractional linear transformation:
w=
z&1
z+1
is an isomorphism between:
1. [w : |w|>1] and [z : Re z<0]
2. [w : |w|<1] and [z : Re z>0]
3. [w=ei% : % # (0, 2?)] and [z=iy : y # R].
Consider the difference operator D(r, A) with a single delay,
D(r, A) ,=,(0)&A,(&r).
The corresponding characteristic equation is
|I&Ae&*r|=0.
Theorem 1. The single delayed difference operator D(r, A) is stable if
and only if:
(i) |I&A|{0
(ii) The roots of the polynomial equation
|(z+1) I&(z&1) A|=0
all have negative real part. This can be checked easily by the Hurwitz
Principle.
Proof. Let _(A) be the spectrum set of A; then we know that D(r, A)
is stable if and only if
_(A) & [w # C : |w|1]{<.
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Since [w # C : |w|1]=[1] _ [(z+1)(z&1): z # C, Re z0],
_(A) & {[1] _ {z+1z&1: z # C, Re z0===<,
which is (i) and (ii).
For the difference operator with two delays D(r1 , r2 , A1 , A2), the charac-
teristic equation is
|I&A1 e&*r1&A2 e&*r2 |=0.
There are two cases: 1. r1 , r2 are rationally linear dependent. 2. They are
rationally linear independent.
Case 1. r1 , r2 are rationally linear dependent; then there exist
rationals k1 , k2 , not all zero, such that
k1 r1+k2 r2=0.
We may assume that k1{0. Since r1 , r2{0,
r1
r2
=
k2
k1
>0.
Since &k2 k1 is rational, we can write it as an irreducible fraction:
&k2 k1= pq, p, q positive integers. Let
e&*r1=\z&1z+1+
p
e&*r2=(e&*r1)r2 r1=(e&*r1)&k1 k2 _\z&1z+1+
p
&
qp
=\z&1z+1+
q
.
Similarly to Theorem 1, we get
Theorem 2. If r1 r2=pq is rational, then the difference operator
D(r1 , r2 , A1 , A2) is stable if and only if
(i) |I&A1&A2 |{0
(ii) All the roots have negative real part for the polynomial equation
|(z+1) p+q I&(z&1) p (z+1)q A1&(z&1)q (z+1) p A2 |=0.
Case 2. r1 , r2 are rationally linear independent. We need a result
from [5]:
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Lemma 1. If r=(r1 , ..., rn)’s components are rationally linear inde-
pendent, then the following are equivalent:
1. D(r, A) is stable.
2. Define &(B)=sup[ |+| : |+I&B|=0]; then
&0(A) ] sup {& \ :
n
k=1
Ak ei%k+ : %k # [0, 2?], k=1, ..., n=<1. (V)
3. D(r, A) is locally stable.
4. D(r, A) is globally stable.
Now we prove
Lemma 2. &0(A)<1 if and only if
(i) |(z+1) I+(z&1) nk=1 Ak |=0 implies Re z<0.
(ii) |I&nk=1 Ak e
i%k |{0 \%k # [0, 2?], k=1, ..., n.
Proof. Necessity: When (%1 , ..., %n)=0, &(nk=1 Ak)<1 O (i). (ii) is
obvious. Sufficiency: If &0(A)  1, then there exists %01 , ..., %
0
k # [0, 2?],
|+$|1 such that
}+$I& :
n
k=1
Ak ei%
0
k }=0.
(ii) O |+$|>1. Let
d(+, s)= } +I& :
n
k=1
Ak eis%
0
k } .
We know that the zeros of a polynomial continuously depend on its
coefficients. So for d(+, s)=0, there exists a solution +(s) near s=1 with
+(1)=+$ such that
lim
s  1
+(s)=+$.
Claim. There exists s* # (0, 1) such that |+(s*)|=1.
Proof. If not, we first show that +(s) can be continuously extended to
[0, 1]. Suppose that it can only be extended to (d, 1], d>0; then +(s) must
be bounded on (d, 1]. Because if there were |+(sj)|  , then let j   in
} I& 1+(sj) :
n
k=1
Ak eisj %
0
k }=0,
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we would get |I |=0! Thus |+(s)|M. Take sj  d +, then +(sj) must have
a convergent subsequence which goes to some +0 , |+0 |M. Subclaim:
lim
s  d+
+(s)=+0 .
If not, then there exists sj$  d + such that |+(sj$)&+0 |=0 . The bounded
sequence +(sj$) must have a convergent subsequence. Assume
lim
k  
+(s$jk)=+1 +1{+0 , |+1|M.
Consider a line l between +0 and +1 , which is perpendicular to +0 +1 . Since
+(s) goes to +0 and +1 back and forth, it must intersect l infinitely many
times. These intersecting points should have at least one cluster point +l .
Thus
}+l I& :
n
k=1
Ak eid%
0
k }=0.
Note that there are infinitely many such lines, so there are infinitely
many such points +l , with |+l |M. Thus
} zI& :
n
k=1
Ak eid%
0
k }#0 \z # C
since it is a polynomial of z. Contradiction!
So we can define +(d )=+0; thus +(s) can be further extended to
[d&$, 1]. This contradiction would tell us that +(s) can be continuously
extended to [0, 1].
Note that |+(0)|<1 by (i), with |+(1)|=|+$|>1; we see that there exists
s* # (0, 1) such that |+(s*)|=1. Let +(s*)=ei%*; then
} ei%*I& :
n
k=1
Ak eis*%
0
k }=0
O } I& :
n
k=1
Ak ei(s*%
0
k&%*) }= } I& :
n
k=1
Ak ei%$k }=0.
Here s*%0k&%*=2nk ?+%$k , nk # Z, %$k # [0, 2?), contradicts (ii) !
Note that
[ei% : % # [0, 2?]]&{ix&1ix+1: x # R==[1].
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It is easy to see that
|I&A1ei%1&A2ei%2 |{0 \%1 , %2 # [0, 2?]
is equivalent to the following conditions:
(1) |I&A1&A2 |{0
(2) |I&A1(ix&1)(ix+1)&A2 |{0, \x # R
(3) |I&A1&A2(iy&1)(iy+1)|{0, \y # R
(4) |I&A1(ix&1)(ix+1)&A2(iy&1)(iy+1)|{0, \x, y # R.
(1) is implied in (i), which can be seen by letting z=0. For (2):
} I&A1 ix&1ix+1&A2 }{0, \x # R
 |(ix+1)(I&A2)&A1(ix&1)|{0, \x # R
 |(I&A1&A2) ix+I+A1&A2 |{0, \x # R
Let R[x] denote the space of all polynomials, and let Rn[x] denote the
space of all polynomials of degree less or equal to n.
Let
|(I&A1&A2) ix+I+A1&A2 |=a(x)+ib(x), a(x), b(x) # RN[x]
{a(x)=a0 x
l+a1xl&1+ } } } +al
b(x)=b0xm+b1xm&1+ } } } +bm a0{0, b0{0.
Let
R(a, b)=
a0 a1 a2 } } } al
.
a0 a1 a2 } } } al
} } }
a0 a1 a2 } } } al
b0 b2 b2 } } } bm
b0 b2 b2 } } } bm
} } }
b0 b2 b2 } } } bm
We know that R(a, b)=0 if and only if a(x), b(x) have nontrivial common
divisor in R[x].
Lemma 3. R(a, b){0 O (2).
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Proof. If there exists x0 # R such that
} I&A1 ix0&1ix0+1&A2 }=0
O a(x0)+ib(x0)=|(I&A1&A2) ix0+I+A1&A2 |=0.
So a(x) and b(x) have common divisor x&x0 # R[x], thus R(a, b)=0, a
contradiction!
Lemma 4. (*) O R(a, b){0.
Proof. Suppose R(a, b)=0, then a(x) and b(x) have nontrivial com-
mon divisor h(x) # R[x]. h(x)=0 must have either one real root x0 or a
pair of conjugated complex roots x1 , x 1 .
If there exists x0 # R such that h(x0)=0, then a(x0)=b(x0)=0. Thus
} I&A1 ix0&1ix0+1&A2 }=0,
a contradiction!
If _x1 , x 1 # C such that h(x1)=h(x 1)=0, then one of them (may assume
x1) makes Re x1>0, so
} ix1&1ix1+1 }<1.
Consider the equation
| yI&A1{( y)&A2 |=0 y # [1, +),
where {( y) is a solution of the equation continuously defined for y near 1
with {(1)=(ix1&1)(ix1+1). We show that there exists y* # (1, +) such
that |{( y*)|=1, which will contradict to (*).
If not, then |{( y)|<1 for all the y such that {( y) is continuously defined.
Claim. {( y) can be continuously extended to [1, +).
Suppose not. Assume that {( y) is only continuously extended on [1, y1).
Take yj # [1, d ), yj  y1 . |{( yj)|<1 O _{( yjk)  {0 , |{0|1.
Subclaim.
lim
y  y1
&
{( y)={0 .
If not, then there exists yj$  y&1 such that |{( yj$)&{0 |=0 . |{(yj$)|<1,
O _{(y$jk)  {1 , {1{{0 . Now for any straight line l between {0 and {1 and
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perpendicular to {0{1 , since {(y) goes to {0 and {1 back and forth, it must
intersect l infinitely many times. These intersecting points should have at
least one cluster point {l . Note tha there are infinitely many such lines l,
so there are infinitely many such points {l , and |{l |1. So we have
|y1I&A1{&A2|#0 \{ # C
since it is a polynomial of {. Take {=1, it will contradict (*) !
So we can define {(y1)={0 . Then {(y) can be continuously extended to
[1, y1+$ ), a contradiction!
Thus {(y) is continuously defined on [1, +). Let y  + in
} I&A1 {(y)y &A2
1
y }=0,
we have |I |=0. A contradiction!
Similarly we have
Lemma 5. R(c, d ){0 O (3), where
c(y)+id(y)=|(I&A1&A2) iy+(I&A1+A2)| c(y), d(y) # RN[y].
Lemma 6. (*) O R(c, d ){0.
Now consider (4). Let
f (x, y)+ig(x, y)=|(ix+1)(iy+1) I&(iy+1)(ix&1) A1
&(ix+1)(iy&1) A2 |,
f (x, y), g(x, y) # R[x, y]. Write
{ f (x, y)=a0(y) x
l+a1(y) xl&1+ } } } +al(y)
g(x, y)=b0(y) xm+b1(y) xm&1+ } } } +bm(y)
R( f, g)(y)=
a0(y) a1(y) a2(y) } } } al (y)
.
a0(y) a1(y) a2(y) } } } al (y)
} } }
a0(y) a1(y) a2(y) } } } al (y)
b0(y) b1(y) b2(y) } } } bm(y)
b0(y) b1(y) b2(y) } } } bm(y)
} } }
b0(y) b1(y) b2(y) } } } bm(y)
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Lemma 7. R( f, g)(y){0, \y # R O (4).
Proof. If there exist x0 , y0 # R such that
} I&A1 ix0&1ix0+1&A2
iy0&1
iy0+1 }=0,
then
f (x0 , y0)+ig(x0 . y0)=(ix0+1)N (iy0+1)N }I&A1 ix0&1ix0+1&A2
iy0&1
iy0+1 }=0.
Thus, (x&x0) | f (x, y0), (x&x0)| g(x, y0), O R( f, g)(y0)=0, a contra-
diction!
Lemma 8. (*) O R( f, g)(y){0, \y # R.
Proof. If there exists y0 # R such that R( f, g)(y0)=0, then either
a0(y0)=b0(y0)=0, or f (x, y0) and g(x, y0) have common divisor
h(x) # R[x], with deg h[x]>0. (*) O R(c, d ){0 O (3). If we multiply (3)
by (iy+1)N, we get
|(I&A1&A2) iy+I&A1+A2 |{0 \y # R.
Since
|(ix+1)(iy0+1) I&(iy0+1)(ix&1) A1&(ix+1)(iy0&1) A2 |
=|[(I&A1&A2) iy0+I&A1+A2] ix
+(I+A1&A2) iy0+I+A1+A2 |
=|(I&A1&A2) iy0+I&A1+A2 | i N
_|xI+[(I&A1&A2) iy0+I&A1+A2]&1
_i &1[(I+A1&A2) iy0+I+A1+A2]|
=|(I&A1&A2) iy0+I&A1+A2 | i N(xN+k1xN&1+ } } } +kN),
a0(y0)+ib0(y0)=|(I&A1&A2) iy0+I&A1+A2 | i N{0.
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Thus there exists h(x) # R[x], with deg h(x)>0, such that h(x) | f (x, y0),
h(x)| g(x, y0) in R[x]. h(x)=0 either has a real root x0 or a pair of
complex roots x1 , x 1 .
If h(x0)=0 O f (x0 , y0)+ig(x0 , y0)=0 then
} I&A1 ix0&1ix0+1&A2
iy0&1
iy0+1 }=0.
A contradiction!
If h(x1)=h(x 1)=0, we may assume that Re ix1>0, O |ix1&1ix1+1|
<1. Consider the equation
}yI&A1 {(y)&A2 iy0&1iy0+1 }=0 y # [1, +), {(1)=
ix1&1
ix1+1
.
By repeating the argument in the proof of Lemma 5, we know that there
exists y* # (1, +) such that |{(y*)|=1. This will contradict (*) !
Combining the lemmas above, we have
Theorem 3. For r1 r2 irrational, operator D(r1 , r2 , A1 , A2) is stable if
and only if
(i) |(z+1) I+(z&1)(A1+A2)|=0 O Re z<0
(ii) R(a, b){0
(iii) R(c, d ){0
(iv) R( f, g)(y){0 \y # R.
Or the above four conditions, (i) can be easily checked by the Hurwitz
Principle. (ii) and (iii) are just determinant computations. (iv) can be
checked by using
Lemma 9 [1]. For a given real polynomial
G(y)=
1
:
R( f, g)(y)=yn+c1 yn&1+ } } } +cn
let s1 , s2 , ..., s2n&2 be the Newton’s sum of G(y), i.e.,
si=xi1+x
i
2+ } } } +x
i
n ,
where x1 , x2 , ..., xn are the n roots of G(y)=0.
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Denote
n s1 s2 } } } sn&1
s1 s2 s3 } } } sn
S=\ s2 s3 s4 } } } sn+1+ .} } }sn&1 sn sn+1 } } } s2n&2
Let Dk be the k th ordered main subdeterminant, k=1, 2, ..., n; then the
number of different real roots of G(y) is
r$&2V(1, D1 , ..., Dr$),
where r$ is the rank of matrix S and V(1, D1 , ..., Dr$) is the number of times
1, D1 , ..., Dr$ change signs. And if
Dh{0, Dh+1= } } } =Dh+p=0, Dh+p+1{0
then define
sign Dh+ j=(&1) j( j&1)2 sign Dh .
Remark 1. The Newton sum s1 , s2 , ..., sn can be calculated by the
Newton formula
{sk+c1sk&1+c2 sk&2+ } } } +ck&1s1+kck=0,sk+c1sk&1+ } } } +cn sk&n=0,
1kn
k>n
so all the verifications are just elementary algebraic calculations.
When there are three delays which are rationally linear dependent, then
one of them (we may assume r3) is a rational linear combination of the
other two:
r3=k1r1+k2 r2  n3 r3=n1 r1+n2 r2 .
Then the problem is transformed into problem of two delays:
|I&A1e&*n3r1&A2 e&*n3r2&A3e&*(n1r1+n2r2) |=0.
We can use the method described above to deal with it.
Example. Consider the difference equation
\x1(t)x2(t)+=\
12
&2
14
&1+\
x1(t&2 - 5
x2(t&2 - 5++\
34
0
14
&13+\
x1(t&4 - 3
x2(t&4 - 3+ .
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It is easy to check that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. For (iv), we have
{f (x, y)=18yx+25y
2&5
g(x, y)=(1&y2) x+14y.
It is easy to see that R( f, g)=25y4+222y2+5=0 has no real root y # R.
So the difference operator D(r1 , r2 , A1 , A2) is (globally) stable (i.e., the
zero solution of the equation is asymptotically stable.)
Remark 2. Sometimes we only need to multiply (2), (3), or (4) by fac-
tors ix+1, iy+1 with degree less than N, to make it polynomial, as we did
in the example. That is the reason why we did not write our polynomials
of x in degree N in our proof.
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